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In the past ten years, the designer Patrick Ithier cooperated with so many famous brands, in order to
collect precious experience, at last, he eventually created a new kind of special style product, ASH.
After it was found in 2001, it spreads out very fast. Thank to Ithier, for his particular idea and the
unique style, as well as the further vision, it has become the most famous international brand, and
get the permission of the fashion world.

Their smart designs have a huge following that have been anticipating the brands designs for many
years. Ash shoes can be worn in every season as their large collection of footwear includes boots,
sneakers, flat shoes and wedges. Ash also offers an exclusive range of excellent shoes for women.
Ash Shoes are one of the leading brands in the modern footwear industry. Lots of people now prefer
to wear shoes from this particular brand because they become accustom to their high quality and
superb fit. Ash has revolutionized the footwear industry by combining it with the fashion industry.
These shoes will surely add a new dimension to your wardrobe. The shoes as well as boots from
Ash are manufactured using the most advanced shoe making technology in combination with high
quality materials and expert craftsmanship.

The fixed position of it is noble, returning to the ancient, low profile but luxury. Each ASH shoes
have 100 percent tension, which can make a balance of the classic temperament, modern fashion
key and high texture. ASH provides every people who knows what is the fashion and what they
really are a special design. Because ASH can know unscramble your inner world. Its consumer can
be from each age if you know the newest fashion element. You should have the ability to afford
those luxurious brands like Gucci, Miumiu, Chanel. There is one more important, you should be a
person who can show your special personality bravely. In European, ASH will always be along with
Miumiu, Prada, Dior at the same top grade bazaar. However, the price of it will let people who know
fashion afford.

The ASH 2012 stores are also fantastic, when you enter in, you will have a feeling of innovation and
a unique design, which can bring you the luxury style, but at the same time comes the feeling of
warm. It mixed the modern technology and the classic design, which takes on an altogether new
aspect. Anyway, ASH is affordable luxury for you, which takes charge of that part between modern
and classic, which can deduce your personality perfectly.
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With much more information about a Ash 2012, pay a visit at our online store where you can buy it
with high satisfaction.
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